
SILABUS PILIHAN TEKNIK KONTROL 

Mata Kuliah : Mikroelektronika RF dan Mix Signal 

Kode : E113927 
Silabus : Introduksi, Rangkaian Kutub-2 RF:Parameter S (catttering) ; Jalur 

Transmisi : ‘Distributed element‘, Konstanta propagasi, Koefisien 
refleksi, ; Smith Chart, Teknik Penyesuaian impedansi; Penguat RF 
(Desain): Kestabilan, Penguatan Daya dan Penyesuaian Impedansi 
Simultan; Desain Penguat RF Sinyal Kecil; Penguat Derau Rendah (LNA), 
Teknik ‘Mixer’ Sinyal dan Osilator ; Pemrosesan Baseband (Introduksi), 
Modulasi / Demodulasi Dijital, Teknik Pengkodean Dijital, Osilator 
Terkontrol Numerik, Konversi Sinyal Dijital, Pemrosesan Sinyal Dijital 

Analog : DAC/ADC Kecepatan tingi, ‘Filtering’ FIR 

Luaran : Mindseting difference (treatment) of RF Electronics vs ‘LF/DC’ 
Electronics, Becoming knowledgeable in the ‘mixed signal’ and its 
purpose in digital wireless telecommunication; Understand concept 
and know-how of Scattering parameter (S-parameter); Becoming know-
how to use S-parameter in acquiring other circuit/network parameters 
: Z, Y, H(ybrid) and T (cascade) and implementing in extracting RF 
Transistor (FET) equivalent circuit model; Understand the ‘distributed 
element’ nature of RF circuit line and origin of transmission line 
propagation with its Propagation constant (( , ) and characteristics 
impedance (ZO). Know how to interpret information in Smith Chart and 
determine impedance, Z (or Y) from  thru Smith Chart and vice-versa, 
as well as the standing wave (VSWR) and position of load impedance or 
other point to maxima dan minima. Understand stability condition and 
description of power gain of RF Amplifier. Become proficient in design 
procedure of RF Amplifier : from stability condition to plotting gain 
circle. Know how to implement simultaneous conyugate matching 
procedure. Knowledgeable noise property of amplifier and know how 
to plot noise circle on Smith Chart. Proficient in design of LNA (low 
noise amplifier). Gaining experience in the use microwave circuit 
simulation-design tool of Microwave circuit: Libra/Touchstone and 
Volterra series based (CNL2) as well as another circuit-graphic based 
design tool. Becomes knowledgeable on mixer techniques and circuit 
from diode mixing to balanced I-Q quad cold-FET: Diode Mixer. 
Understand condition and various oscilator microelectronic circuits ; 
Mixed Signal : Baseband Processing (Introduksi), Digital 
Modulation/Demodulation, Digital Encoder/Decoder, NCO (Numerical 
Controlled Oscilator), DUC/DDC (Digital Up /Down Conversion), Digital 
Signal Processing Analog : High Speed DAC/ADC, FIR Filter ;Becomes 
knowledgeable on the purpose digital baseband processing. 
Understand basics of various digital modulation : QPSK, 16-QAM and 
64-QAM . Understand basics of digital encoding/decoding. 
Knowledgeable of both techniques of NCO generation – LUT (look up 
Table) and CORDIC, as well as DUC (digital up conversion) and DDC 
(Digital Down Conversion). Becomes knowledgeable on purpose and 
digital process of RF-IF signal. Know the principle of DAC/ADC technical 



aspect : a (sigma)-(delta) ADC, multistage converters and pipeline ADC. 
Knowledgeable on principle and various architectures of high speed 
DAC. Knowledgeable on FFT/IFFT, FIR Filtering 

Syarat/ 
PraSyarat MK 
Lain 

: Sinyal & Sistem 

Alokasi : 16 kali pertemuan 

Sumber Pustaka :  

 


